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TIME

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY
8:00am

5:15am
9:15am

6:30am

8:30am

4:45pm
6:15pm

7:30pm
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To provide a fun, progressive, safe, cross-training
program is our highest priority!
Each unique class is written and coached by
certified fitness professionals who encourage
proper form and allow for modified movements
based on ability and function. BMF isn’t just a
place to work out – it is your one-stop-shop for
overall wellness and longevity!

Balls! Balls! Balls! All the fun you’ll ever have with just your balls. This class format brings the heat to your entire body. Expect the best, prepare for better!
Muscle madness! Expect to be challenged in this progressive barbell/dumbbell weightlifting class. Increase strength, perfect form, and sculpt a stronger you! Build
muscle (that’s a good thing!), define your body and lift your spirits!! *Weight lifting gloves recommended but not required.
BGGG done circuit style. Experience the proven methodology of alternating lower body and upper body lifting sets in this innovative class.
Body overload…Stand back because the sparks are gonna fly! This circuit training class will keep your body guessing. We combine the ease of stations
with the fun of a creative, functional workout. Friendly WARNING: expect the toy box of battle ropes, kettlebells, medicine balls, tires, agility cones (and much more) to be
revealed. Crank up the watts and watch your limits explode!!
Turn your training up to TEN…TEN reps, TEN rounds. This wicked good circuit accumulator will progress you through a ladder of varying exercises. No
equipment is off limits. No man or woman left behind.
…………
Volume training with a twist! This rep-based lifting class pushes your muscles like no other – this class is a perfect blend of cardio and resistance
training. High Volume, Lower Weight training kicked up a notch!
Our continuous, choreographed lift class is back and better than ever! This barbell weight training class will demand muscular endurance and a desire to
become better. We lift lighter weight for higher repetitions for a proven muscle building and fat melting effect. *Weight lifting gloves recommended but not required
Spin REVOLUTIONIZED!! Pedal away hundreds of calories during this rockin’ cardio class while building lower body strength and a solid core. New, fun,
cutting-edge modalities cranked out on the bike. This class is a party with pedals attached!!
The battle is on! This class is fast, focused and FUN. Work together as a team to accomplish the task. The calorie burn is epic, the challenge is
tough and the victory is sweet! Workout gloves recommended but not required.
This trendy fusion class marries familiar yoga practice with the well-known Tabata conditioning format. Each dedicated flow takes you through a series of
poses held for time focusing on isometric contraction and endurance. The flow will build strength and stamina while improving muscle flexibility and joint mobility.
Express both sides of your inner Yogi in this beautifully balanced, all-levels yoga class. First, power through a challenging flow, then chill out with gentle,
restorative stretches and meditation. Create balance and harmony within to revitalize your mind, body, and spirit. Namasté.
Individualized attention and program design specific for you and your fitness goals. All sessions are by
appointment only. Personal Training and private lessons provide one-on-one attention, whereas small group trainings are for 2-4 people with similar fitness needs. Single
sessions and packages available.
Private fee-based fitness parties (format of your choice) are available upon request and availability. Choose one format or fuse
a few – either at the studio, online or let us come to you!! Girls Night Out, Birthday or any other reason is a great excuse to book your party. Other services include on campus
pre-school fitness classes, mobile fitness classes, nutrition consulting, corporate wellness, sports specific training, and lifestyle management/coaching.

via Zen Planner App OR Member Connect (https://bmf-fitness.zenplanner.com).
No show fee of $25 will be charged to members who fail to show up to a class for which they had a reservation.

